Do you know how music really sounds? Add a DeIntermodulator to your system and find out.
 Module incorporates D.R.E.I. technology + 6 parallel output buffers.
 Designed to be inserted between preamp and amp or the source and preamp.
 Inputs and outputs balanced/unbalanced RCA.
 Headphone amplifier with automatic speaker off.
 Incorporates the soundstage change in the back panel.
 The output has no gain, equal to the input.
 Can operate in dual mono, (duplex), with one X-DREI for each channel.
 Active adapter RCA/Balanced.
 Can be used by amping with two simultaneous outputs.
 If it’s off, it bypasses the input signal to the output (RCA to RCA, Bal. to Bal.)
 Can output to a second amplifier in another system.
 Can accept simultaneous conection with any AV receivers.
D.R.E.I. module insertion technology (Dynamic Reduction of Electronics
interactions) in devices made by
make them uniques.
Neutral’s sound magical. You must hear it to appreciate it properly,
(although we anticípate you will not remain indifferent).

+ Headphone Amplifier of high quality

Made of top quality components incased in a solid anodized
aluminum chassis with gold-plated
connectors, gold plated printed circuit, sealed, low IE, toroidal transformer, RCA and balanced inputs and
outputs. At no time is the signal processed by any digital components. .
The music flows smoothly and on
beat and you’ll note details that you
have never heard before

6 Buffers inside
The concept of this device is similar to our multi-preamps but simpler and with simplified electronics.
6 high performance buffers operating in parallel controlled by the DREI tech module, each with a block of the sound signal, obtain a pure
musical signal, making sound awesomely crystal clear and magical.
Electronic components have inevitable margins of error tolerance that multiply each time the signal passes through each of them. So, if a
component is amplifying a complex signal consisting of multiple sound frequencies, possibly some of them will be masked or attenuated or
lost in the process. Several parallel buffers controlled by the DREi can dramatically reduce these problems.

PRO version also, rack chassis for professional installations, live sound, recording
studios, etc..

You can achieve maximum synergy with the rest of the
system by an external switch with six positions. One
immediate effect is the improvement in the threedimensionality of the sound and the bass zone.

Visit our website and see
the VIDEO “The sound
that came from the future” to learn more about
this amazing technology.

